THE
CHALLENGE

FOOD EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIER
CASE STUDY

Scaling their supply
chain, reducing
costs, consolidating
their warehouse
business, and
finding a partner
that could solve
their logistical
challenges,
ensuring that their
products got to
clients safely and on
time.

About Client

A leader in supply of food
equipment and systems.

The Solution

In order to support our client’s success, 3PL led the
coordination and support within the supply chain. In particular, our
unique fulfillment team sourced and managed the coordination of 3
regional specific partners that supported the Canadian operation,
using our transportation systems to drive updated, near real time
tracking/tracing, reporting and document retrieval. This included
significant technological support of our client, including building and
new Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) integrations, and new tracking
functionality to ensure that our client delivered their products on
time- and with complete visibility.

Why Choose Us?

We can increase
efficiency

+18776603362

We can reduce
costs

sales@3pllinks.com

We can maximize
volume

www.3pllinks.com

FOOD EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIER CASE STUDY

THE
RESULT
OUR TEAM HAS
THE SCALE AND
ABILITY TO
ENABLE YOU TO
WIN
IMMEDIATELY

The results of this
work were significant.
Through our work, 3PL
played a major role helping
our client continue to deliver
globally, on time, and at
scale.

We enabled our client to increase the volume moving through their network while also enabling
them to reduce their required number of distribution centers (DC). We also took over fulfilling
orders directly from an Ohio manufacturing center, providing timely and competitive supply chain
modelling.
Together, 3PL links leveraged its structured supply chain solutions and logistics services to reduce
client operational and administrative overhead costs, while leading the efficient movement of
goods cross border within North America. By using our suite of services, our client, a leader in their
space, was able to rely on our experience team and world class technology for coast-to-coast
distribution, driving efficiency within their supply chain and enabling real time decision making.
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